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Abstrat. We desribe a new software system SCIL that introdues

symboli onstraints into branh-and-ut-and-prie algorithms for inte-

ger linear programs. Symboli onstraints are known from onstraint

programming and ontribute signi�antly to the expressive power, ease

of use, and eÆieny of onstraint programming systems.

1 Introdution

Many ombinatorial optimization problems are naturally formulated through

onstraints. Consider the traveling salesman problem (TSP). It asks for the min-

imum ost Hamiltonian yle

1

in an undireted graph G = (V;E) with edge

weights (w

e

)

e2E

. Formulated as an optimization task:

Find a subset T of the edges of G suh that \T is a Hamiltonian yle" and

P

e2T

w

e

is minimum.

Our vision is that the sentene above (written in some suitable language) suÆes

to obtain an eÆient algorithm for the TSP. EÆieny is meant in a double

sense. We want short development time (= eÆient use of human resoures) and

runtime eÆieny (= eÆient use of omputer resoures). The software system

SCIL is our �rst step towards realizing this vision. Setion 3 shows a SCIL

program for the traveling salesman problem.
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A Hamiltonian yle (\tour") in a graph is a yle passing exatly one through

every node of the graph.



We propose a programming system for (mixed) integer linear programming (ILP)

based on a branh-and-ut-and-prie framework (BCP) that features symboli

onstraints.

Integer linear programming and more spei�ally the branh-and-ut-and-

prie paradigm for solving ILPs is one of the most e�etive approahes to

�nd exat or provably good solutions of hard ombinatorial optimization prob-

lems [NW88, EGJR01℄. It has been used for a wide range of problems inluding

the TSP [ABCC99, Nad02℄, maximum-ut-problems [SDJ

+

96℄, utting-stok-

problems [VBJN94℄, or rew-sheduling [BJN

+

98℄. For more appliations we

refer to the overview [CF97℄. The implementation of a BCP algorithm requires

signi�ant expert knowledge, a fat that has hindered the spread of the method

outside the sienti� world. It onsists of various involved omponents, eah

with wide inuene on the algorithm's overall performane. Almost all parts

of a BCP algorithm onsiderably rely on linear programming (LP) methods or

properties of the linear programming relaxation of the underlying ILP. Many

omponents are problem independent and an be provided by existing software

pakages (see [JT00℄). But there is still a major problem dependent part: an ILP

formulation has to be found, appropriate linear programs have to be derived, the

various methods for exploiting LP solutions to �nd feasible solutions or speedup

the omputation have to be designed and implemented. To our knowledge there

is no BCP system for ombinatorial optimization that overs the problem de-

pendent part in an appropriate way.

SCIL loses this gap by introduing symboli onstraints, one of the key

ahievements onstraint programming [vHS96℄ into integer linear programming.

It simpli�es the implementation of BCP-algorithms by supporting high-level

spei�ations of ombinatorial optimization problems with linear objetive fun-

tions. It provides a library of symboli onstraints, whih allow one to onvert

high-level spei�ations into eÆient BCP-algorithms. A user may extend SCIL

by de�ning new symboli onstraints or by hanging the standard behavior of

the algorithms. We have used SCIL already in several projets like urve reon-

strution [AM01℄ and omputing protein dokings [AKLM℄. A doumentation of

SCIL, a list of available symboli onstraints and more examples an be found

on the SCIL home page (http://www.mpi-sb.mpg.de/SCIL).

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We give a short introdution on

BCP algorithms for ombinatorial optimization in Setion 1.1, we relate SCIL

to extant work in Setion 2, give a �rst SCIL-program in Setion 3, formalize

the BCP-paradigm and de�ne the role of symboli onstraints in Setion 4, and

disuss the implementation of symboli onstraints in Setion 5.

SCIL also allows one to solve problems using the Lagrangean relaxation teh-

nique. Furthermore we developed a numerial exat BCP algorithm for SCIL.

For details of these issues we refer to a forthoming paper.

1.1 ILP Formulations and BCP Algorithms

Again we use the TSP to explain how ombinatorial optimization problems are

modeled as ILPs and solved by BCP. First, one has to �nd an ILP formulation.



For the TSP (as for many other problems) one starts from a �rst high-level

desription, e.g., the desription we gave in the introdution. Then one tries to

haraterize the problem in more detail by identifying problem de�ning stru-

tures. This may yield another high-level desription like (1b) whih is suitable

to be formulated as an ILP. The resulting well-known ILP formulation (subtour

elimination formulation) is given in (1a).

(P ) min

P

e2E

w

e

x

e

min

T�E

P

e2T

w

e

s.t.

P

j2V

x

ij

= 2 for all i 2 V s.t. eah node in T has degree 2

P

i;j2S

x

ij

� jSj � 1

for all S  V ,

3 � jSj � b

jV j

2



T ontains no subtour

0 � x

e

� 1 for all e 2 E

x

e

integral for all e 2 E

a) ILP formulation b) high-level desription

(1)

In this formulation there is a onnetion between edges e and binary variables

x

e

. The value of x

e

is 1 if the edge belongs to the tour T and 0 otherwise. Fur-

thermore, nodes i 2 V orrespond to degree equations and subsets S orrespond

to subtour elimination onstraints. Suh orrespondenes between ombinatorial

objets and omponents of the ILP formulation are inevitable and turn out to

be very useful in the modeling environment SCIL. Beside the two lasses of on-

straints used in (1a) there are many other lasses of inequalities used in state of

the art TSP solvers [ABCC99, Nad02℄.

In the following we sketh a BCP algorithm for the formulation (1a) whih

also applies to every other ILP problem. A BCP-algorithm for the minimization

problem P is basially a branh-and-bound algorithm in whih the bounds are

solutions of LP-relaxations. These relaxations are naturally derived from the lin-

ear desription of our problem by dropping the integrality onstraints. However,

our formulation ontains an exponential number of onstraints for an instane

with n nodes (there are �(2

n

) subsets). This leads to the idea to solve the re-

laxation with a subset of all onstraints, hek whether the optimum solution

violates any other of the onstraints, and if so, append them to the relaxation.

Identifying violated onstraints is alled separation and added onstraints are

alled utting planes. The proedure is a utting plane algorithm.

Every subproblem in the enumeration of the branh-and-bound algorithm

has its own LP relaxation whih is iteratively strengthened by the utting plane

proedure. This results in inreasing loal lower bounds on the optimum solution

for a subproblem. Subproblems an be disarded if the loal lower bound is not

smaller than the objetive funtion value g of the best feasible solution found

so far. The value g is a global upper bound on the optimum solution. Branh-

ing, i.e., splitting a subproblem into two or more, is performed by introduing

appropriate linear onstraints to the resulting subproblems. The LP relaxation

of a suessor node in the enumeration-tree is reated by adding appropriate

\branhing onstraints" to the relaxation of the predeessor.



In some appliations where the LP relaxations of the subproblems ontain

too many variables in order to solve the LPs eÆiently the LP relaxations are

solved by olumn generation. This method solves the LP on a small subset of the

variables. All missing variables are assumed to have value 0. In order to prove

that the solution of the restrited LP is optimal for the entire set of variables

one has to hek the redued osts of the ignored variables. This step is alled

priing.

2 Comparison to Extant Work

The utting plane proedure was invented in 1954 by Dantzig et. al. [DFJ54℄ for

the traveling salesman problem. The branh-and-ut-paradigm was �rst formu-

lated for and suessfully applied to the linear ordering problem by Gr�otshel et. al.

in 1984 [GJR84℄. The �rst state-of-the-art BCP algorithm was developed in 1991

by Padberg and Rinaldi [PR91℄. Sine then, the method was applied to a huge

number of problems. The LP-solver was treated as an independent blak-box

almost from the beginning. The software system ABACUS [JT00℄ is an objet

oriented software framework for BCP-algorithms. It provides the problem inde-

pendent part, e.g., the enumeration tree, the interfae with the LP-solver and

various standard strategies, e.g. for branhing or exploiting LP properties. It

has onepts like subproblem, ut-generation, and priing. It has no modeling

language and does not provide a library of separation and priing routines.

Another diretion are general ILP-solvers using the BC-paradigm. These

solvers are mostly extensions of existing linear programming solvers, e.g. CPLEX

[CPL℄ or XPRESS [Das00℄. They solve arbitrary ILPs using general uts, e.g.,

Gomory uts. Modeling languages, suh as AMPL [FGK92℄ or GAMS [Cor02℄,

an be used to speify the ILP. However, modeling is on the level of ILPs, all on-

straints must be given expliitly, and the support of problem spei� uts and

variable generation is rudimentary. Modeling systems for general ILP solvers

translate a high-level problem desription into a matrix. During this proess

most of the strutural knowledge ontained in the model gets lost. The solver

only sees a matrix.

Symboli onstraints are one of the main ahievements of onstraint pro-

gramming (CP). They were �rst introdued under the name global onstraints

in the CP-system CHIP [BC94, DvHS

+

88℄ and later used in further CP-systems

like ILOG OPL Studio [ILO℄ and OZ [Smo96℄. On the one hand, symboli on-

straints allow for high-level and intuitive problem formulations. On the other

hand, they improve eÆieny by integrating problem-spei� algorithms into a

general solver.

Bokmayr and Kasper [BK98, Kas98℄ suggested to extend ILP by symboli

onstraints. SCIL realizes this suggestion. An optimization problem is spei�ed

by a set of variables (ranging over the rational numbers) a linear objetive fun-

tion and a set of onstraints. A onstraint may be a linear onstraint (a linear

inequality or equation) or a symboli onstraint. In priniple, a symboli on-

straint an be every subset of the set of all assignments of values to variables.



Note, however, that not all subsets of assignments are realizable in our frame-

work. The system of linear onstraints an be solved eÆiently by an LP-solver

whereas the symboli onstraints typially make the problem hard.

Symboli onstraints in integer programming allow the modeler to inlude

large families of linear onstraints, variables, and branhing rules into the model,

without writing them down expliitly. An important symboli onstraint is the

integrality onstraint. It is the only symboli onstraint whih is available in

all BCP-systems. In its simplest form the integrality onstraint for a variable x

inludes only the branhing rules x �  _ x �  + 1 for all integers  into the

system. Another example, is the tour onstraint mentioned earlier in the paper.

It inludes the degree and the subtour elimination onstraints into the model.

Delaratively, this onstraint is equivalent to exponentially many linear inequal-

ities. Operationally, however, only some of these inequalities will be added to the

model at runtime (as utting planes). Conerning eÆieny, symboli onstraints

allow one to integrate speialized utting plane algorithms based on polyhedral

ombinatoris into a general branh-and-ut solver. Symboli onstraints give the

modeler the possibility to identify some spei� struture in the problem, whih

later an be exploited when the model is solved. For example, when we solve

a model ontaining the symboli onstraint tour, we an enhane our general

branh-and-ut solver by omputing speialized utting planes for the traveling

salesman problem instead of using general utting planes for arbitrary linear 0-1

programs.

All available systems for ILP have in ommon that the variables are only an

indexed set. But as mentioned above we often have a orrespondene between

ombinatorial objets and variables and onstraints. This turns out to be a key

to elegant modeling. SCIL takes this into aount by introduing variable maps

and onstraint maps. See setion 3 for details.

3 Spei�ation of Optimization Problems

As our implementation is based on C

++

, it is natural that problems, subprob-

lems, symboli onstraints, linear onstraint and variables are C

++

objets. Sine

variables and onstraints are C

++

objets, they an be easily reated or extended

by inheritane. They an be added to a spei� problem by appropriate member

funtions.

As mentioned in setion 1.1 many ILP formulations for ombinatorial prob-

lems use strutured olletions of variables and linear onstraints, e.g., we may

have a variable for eah edge of a graph and a linear onstraint for eah vertex.

In SCIL we provide variable maps (similarly onstraint maps) that allow one to

establish a orrespondene between variables and objets of an arbitrary type. A

var_map<T> where T is an arbitrary C

++

lass stores a mapping between objets

of type T and ILP variables. Read- and write-aess to variable maps is via the

subsript-operator.

The following SCIL-program solves the TSP-problem on a graph G with

edge weights w. It returns the tour as a list of edges. SCIL imports ombinatorial



objets from LEDA [MN99, LED℄ and hene its syntax is remenisient of LEDA,

e.g., edge_array<double> is an array of double values indexed by the edges of

a graph. Even for a non-experiened C

++

programmer the following program

should be lear.

void ompute_tsp_tour(graph& G, edge_array<double>& w, list<edge>& tour)

{

// define a minimization problem P

ILP_problem P(optsense_min);

// add a 0-1 variable for eah edge e of G and make w[e℄ it oeffiient

// in the objetive funtion. The var_map EV establishes the onnetion

// between edges and variables

var_map<edge> EV(nil);

forall_edges(e,G) EV[e℄ = P.add_binary_variable(w[e℄);

// add the tour onstraint for the edges of G to P

P.add_onstraint(new TOUR(G, EV));

// solve P

P.solve();

// extrat the solution

forall_edges(e,G) if ( P.get_value(EV[e℄) == 1 ) tour.add(e);

}

The tour onstraint is a built-in onstraint of SCIL and makes the program

above partiularly short. The onept of variable maps makes the program very

readable.

In many appliations there are side onstraints to a entral symboli on-

straint. Side onstraints for the traveling salesman tour arise for example, if the

salesman must respet a partial ordering of the ities, e.g., if he piks additional

items from some ities for other ities.

In ontrast to the previous problem, we use the direted version of the tour

onstraint to model the Hamiltonian yle. The partial ordering an be modeled

as follows. Let s be the start node of the tour and u and v be two nodes so that

u must be visited before v. Even if one ignores all edges adjaent to s there must

be a path between u and v. To model this we an use path onstraints. The path

onstraint path(G,u,v,EV) enfores that the set of edges, whose orresponding

variables have value one, desribe a superset of a path between u and v.

The polyhedral struture of the traveling salesman problem with preedene

onstraints was investigated in [BFP95℄ and a speialized branh-and-ut algo-

rithm was presented in [AJR00℄.

4 The BCP-framework with Symboli Constraints

We de�ne the BCP-paradigm by a set of transition rules and then explain the role

played by symboli onstraints. The desription of an algorithm by transition



rules is typial for CP-systems, but unommon for BCP-systems. Nevertheless,

we found this desription useful to explore the exat requirements for the sym-

boli onstraints to guarantee the orretness and termination of the algorithm.

We de�ne those requirements for symboli onstraints and prove that the BCP-

method terminates when the requirements are met.

4.1 Transition Rules for BCP

We onsider a minimization problem M formulated as an ILP over a set V

of variables and use F to denote its set of feasible solutions. For a set F of

solutions we use C(F) to denote the set of all linear onstraints that are valid

for all assignments in F . For a �nite set P of linear onstraints on the variables

in V and a subset A � V of variables, LP (P;A) denotes the optimal objetive

funtion value of the linear program (P;A) with M 's objetive funtion where

all variables in V n A are set to 0. If (P;A) is infeasible, LP (P;A) = 1. For

a set P of linear onstrains, F

P

= ff 2 F ; f satis�es all  2 Pg denotes the

feasible solutions of M seleted by the onstraints in P . For any set P of linear

onstraints feasible for M we have LP (P; V ) � LP (C(F

P

); V ) and the value

on the right side is the optimal objetive value of any feasible solution in F

P

sine our objetive funtion is linear. We also maintain a global upper bound g,

the minimal objetive value of any feasible solution enountered so far. Initially,

g =1 and P and A are arbitrary subsets of C(F) and V respetively.

The BCP-paradigm uses the following transition rules to transform problems

(P;A; g). In eah ase, the old problem is given above the horizontal bar, the

new problem is given below, and the ondition for appliability is given to the

right of the bar. The name of the rule is indiated on the left.

(Cut)

P A g

P [ fg A g

 is linear and valid for F

(Prie)

P A g

P A [ fvg g

v 2 V nA

(Branh)

P A g

P [ f

1

g A g j P [ f

2

g A g



1

and 

2

are linear and



1

_ 

2

is valid for F .

(Improved Bound)

P A g

P A g

0

g

0

is the objetive value of a feasible solution

and g

0

< g

(Fathom)

P A g

|

LP (P; V ) � g

If the objetive funtion is known to be integral, the ondition of the fathom

rule an be relaxed.

(Integral Fathom)

P A g

|

LP (P; V ) > g � 1

Notie that the fathom rule requires that the LP value for the whole set of

variables has to be greater or equal to g. Otherwise the LP value might not be

a lower bound on the objetive value of the best feasible solution.



4.2 The Role of Symboli Constraints

We explain the role of symboli onstraints in rule appliation

2

. We are working

on a subproblem (P;A; g) with LP-objetive value g

0

= LP (P;A). If g

0

< 1,

we also have an LP-solution s; s is an assignment to the variables in A. We an

view it as an assignment to all variables by setting s(v) = 0 for v 2 V n A. We

ask eah symboli onstraint SC for its opinion about s; whether s is a feasible

solution for SC or not and in the latter ase, whether the onstraint suggests

a variable in V n A for the prie rule, a ut  for the ut rule, or a disjuntion



1

_ 

2

for the branhing rule.

If s is feasible for all symboli onstraints we have found a new feasible

solution to our minimization problem. If g

0

< g, we an improve the upper

bound. The user may supply a heuristi that attempts to onstrut a feasible

solution from an infeasible s. If s is feasible, we also try to apply the fathom rule

or the prie rule.

A variable v is loal to a symboli onstraint SC if the variable is used in no

onstraint generated outside SC. This inludes espeially branhing onstraints.

We also say that SC owns v. The nie feature of loal variables is that the

symboli onstraint owning a variable an ompute its redued ost. Non-loal

variables are alled shared. We may apply the fathom rule if A ontains all shared

variables and the loal variables of all symboli onstraints have non-negative

redued ost. We initialize A with the set of shared variables and hene it suÆes

to ensure that the loal variables have non-negative redued ost. Therefore, the

symboli onstraints are asked to suggest variables for the prie rule. In symboli

onstraints that ontain too many variables to ompute the redued osts diretly

the priing problem is solved in an algorithmi way.

We require:

Requirement 1: If a symboli onstraint has loal variables of negative redued

ost, it suggests one; if g

0

=1, all loal variables are onsidered to have negative

redued ost.

So assume that g

0

< g and s is infeasible for M . We ask the symboli on-

straints to supply uts and/or disjuntions for the branhing rule. A symboli

onstraint may supply any ut or disjuntion that is feasible for its feasible

solutions (or for its feasible solutions seleted by P ). The built-in integrality

onstraints always suggest the obvious branhing rules for frational variables.

We require:

Requirement 2: If s satis�es all integrality onstraints, but does not satisfy a

partiular symboli onstraint, the onstraint must suggest a ut  or a disjun-

tion 

1

_ 

2

whih uts o� s, i.e., in the ase of a ut, s does not satisfy P [ ,

and in the ase of a disjuntion, s satis�es neither P [ 

1

nor P [ 

2

.

2

We will later disuss requirements on symboli onstraints and rule appliation whih

guarantee termination.



4.3 Termination

Having de�ned the BCP-framework with symboli onstraints, we now argue

termination under the following assumptions:

1. The minimization problem is either infeasible or has a �nite optimum and we

start with a set of onstraints that guarantees that none of the LPs generated

is unbounded

3

.

2. The integral variables are bounded, i.e., for eah integral variable v there are

onstants l

v

and u

v

and onstraints l

v

� v � u

v

.

3. Every symboli onstraint satis�es requirements 1 and 2.

4. Requirement 3: Every symboli onstraint SC has the strong termination

property, i.e., the method terminates if it is run just with onstraint SC

and if an adversary is allowed to modify subproblems (P;A; g) by adding

an arbitrarily hosen set P

0

of additional onstraints; the LP-solver is then

required to return an optimal solution for the problem (P [ P

0

; A; g).

The proofs of the following results will be given in a long version of this

paper.

Lemma 1. In every step of the algorithm, at least one rule is appliable.

Theorem 1. If assumptions (1) to (4) are satis�ed, the method terminates.

Lemma 2. The integrality onstraint satis�es Requirements 1, 2 and 3.

4.4 Order of Rule Appliation

The eÆieny of the BCP-method depends on the order of rule appliation. In

most appliations preferring utting to branhing turns out to be advantageous.

Priing should be performed before utting.

For eah of the rules there are many strategies to deal with the situation that

we an hoose from several possibilities. Take for example the situation that more

than one violated onstraint is deteted. Whih of them should be added to the

system? A popular strategy is to add onstraints aording to their violation and

disregard those with small violation. Another strategy is to rank utting planes

with respet to the Eulidean distane of the previously found LP solution to

the hyperplanes de�ned by the violated onstraints. ABACUS implements both

strategies and makes them available to SCIL. The user of SCIL may implement

his or her own strategy.

5 Implementation of Symboli Constraints

We �rst disuss how LP matries are spei�ed, then we disuss the implemen-

tation of the symboli onstraint for Hamiltonian yles.

3

We make this assumption beause an optimal solution to an unbounded LP ontains

a ray and, as stated, symboli onstraints only know how to exploit �nite solutions.



5.1 The LP-Matrix

Every pair of variable and linear onstraint has an entry in the LP-matrix. The

default value is 0. There are several ways to reate oeÆients di�erent from 0.

These methods are very similar to the methods provided by typial LP solvers.

The basi method de�nes a single entry of the matrix by the all of an

appropriate member funtion of either the main problem or a subproblem.

Frequently, we want to generate rows or olumns in the LP-matrix whih

follow a ommon pattern. Consider, for example, the degree equations for the

TSP. There are as many degree equations as nodes in the graph and all of them

generate a 1 in the LP-matrix for all edges whih are inident to the node.

SCIL provides onstraint-shemas and variable-shemas to implement patterns.

In order to implement a onstraint-shema, one derives a lass from the system

lass ons_obj. The non-zero entries for the onstraint are reated in a spei�

member funtion.

5.2 The Implementation of the Tour Constraint

We sketh the implementation of the tour onstraint. The tour onstraint has

no loal variables and hene it must provide only three funtions beside the

onstrutor, a funtion init that adds an initial set of onstraints, a funtion

is_feasible that determines whether the urrent LP-solution satis�es the on-

straint, and a funtion separate that generates uts. We give more details. In

the onstrutor the graph and the variables that orrespond to the edges are

given. The preondition is that all given variables are binary. We hek the pre-

ondition and save referenes to the graph and to the variable-map.

The init funtion simply adds degree equations for all nodes of g. We add

the degree equation permanently to the LP, i.e., we do not allow the system to

remove them.

An LP-solution is feasible if it is integral and if the subgraph indued by the

variables with value 1 forms a tour. Sine we know that the degree equations

are added permanently to the LPs, they are always satis�ed. Hene, an integer

solution is a olletion of yles and a tour if and only if it ontains no subtour,

i.e., none of the subtour onstraints may be violated. We hek this using the

separation routine for subtour onstraints desribed next.

The member funtion that needs most work is the separate funtion. In a

�rst implementation we might look for violated subtour elimination onstraints.

In the presene of degree onstraints, the subtour elimination onstraints are

equivalent to the fat that for eah subset S � V of the nodes with ; 6= S 6= V

the indued ut has value at least two. The value of a ut is the sum of the

values of the LP-variables assoiated with edges ross the ut. A ut of value

less than two orresponts to a violated subtour elimination onstraint. It an be

found eÆiently by a minimum apaity ut omputation.

We need to argue that our implementation of the tour onstraint satis�es

requirements 1 and 2 and has the strong termination property. It has property

1 sine it has no loal variables, it has property 2 sine any integral solution of



the degree onstraints onsists of a set of yles and hene is either a tour or

violates a subtour elimination onstraint. The strong termination property holds

sine there are only �nitely many subtour elimination onstraints and sine all

variables are binary.

There are many methods known to improve the performane of the TSP

solvers implemented above. All of them are easily added to the implementation

of our symboli onstraint. A possible modi�ation may be a branhing rule

di�erent from the standard rule of branhing on frational integer variables.

Some TSP odes redue the size of the enumeration tree by branhing on a

hyperplane.

6 Conlusion

We gave the linear framework how to enrih integer programming solvers by

symboli onstraints. The suess of the system strongly depends on the quality

of the symboli onstraints in the library. On the one hand they must be general

enough to have a broad area of appliations, on the other hand, they must be

spei� enough to have an eÆient implementation.
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